Learning to Detect Blue-White Structures in Dermoscopy Images With Weak Supervision.
We propose a novel approach to identify one of the most significant dermoscopic criteria in the diagnosis of cutaneous Melanoma: the blue-white structure (BWS). In this paper, we achieve this goal in a multiple instance learning (MIL) framework using only image-level labels indicating whether the feature is present or not. To this aim, each image is represented as a bag of (nonoverlapping) regions, where each region may or may not be identified as an instance of BWS. A probabilistic graphical model is trained (in MIL fashion) to predict the bag (image) labels. As output, we predict the classification label for the image (i.e., the presence or absence of BWS in each image) and we also localize the feature in the image. Experiments are conducted on a challenging dataset with results outperforming state-of-the-art techniques, with BWS detection besting competing methods in terms of performance. This study provides an improvement on the scope of modeling for computerized image analysis of skin lesions. In particular, it propounds a framework for identification of dermoscopic local features from weakly labeled data.